Parux, formerly Alliance Systems, launches a new brand under new ownership.
Learn more >
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We're a trusted...
Digital Product Studio[image: Studio+ icon]

Products + Advisors + Ventures
*Startups and Scaleups trust Parux to design, develop, scale and launch their digital product businesses.
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Are the features accessible, usable, valuable, findable?


Is the tech viable, reliable, flexible, and scalable?


Does the business model include a market/solution fit that will generate sustainable revenue?



Our Culture: "It takes a village"
...leverage our talented multidisciplined digital product team.


Our Culture: "It takes a village" ...leverage our talented multidisciplined digital product team.




NOT JUST A SOFTWARE SHOP, WE’RE SO MUCH MORE...
Where Ideas Evolve Into Successful Digital Ventures
We Engineer Success by Nurturing Vision, Unleashing Innovation, and Crafting Scalable Digital Ecosystems.
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MANY POSITIVE OUTCOMES
Our Clients
We’re always excited to collaborate with clients from all walks of life and disciplines. What we care about is delivering results through our mission and vision.
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The Parux team became our trusted partners throughout our journey, guiding us through every phase, with expertise and dedication. The end product, SMARTSITTER, not only met our current needs, but also holds the promise of scalable solutions for our future endeavors. We couldn't be more thrilled with the outcome.
Morgan Clark
SmartSitter CEO & Founder
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FEATURED CASE STUDIES
Success highlights for digital applications like yours
The heroes of our story are the clients whom we serve. Parux serves as a supporting role in all our success as our story cannot be told without highlighting their challenges and success.
We collaborate with Startups and Scaleups looking to innovate in this digital age with amazing ideas on unique ways software can scale and help many people. However, our clients don't necessarily have a team they can trust to design, develop, and execute the idea.
Founders, executives, and technologists demanding innovation within their organizations trust Parux to join them in their journey!

98%
Clients retention with yearly engagements

10+
Successful SaaS and marketplace launches

200+
Years of combined leadership experience



Don't take it from us
Learn directly from our clients and why they strategically selected Parux for their challenges, and how to resolve them and ultimately execute their vision for a digital product that matters... A destination where products add value, create desirability, and build sustainability over time.
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Saas Application
AgentaHub
Building a scalable and modern platform for Medicare agents in the U.S. in order to deliver better care while saving agents tons of time to reinvest into their business.
Read Case Study 


Parux takes a genuine interest in helping their clients succeed. I have experienced this first hand. Partnering with Parux has been a huge value to add to me both personally and professionally.
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AgentaHub Founder
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Marketplace
SmartSitter
Launching a scalable Babysitting Marketplace across three cities (St. Louis MO, Jacksonville FL and Atlanta GA) to help match the best sitters to families in need.
Read Case Study 



The end product, SMARTSITTER, not only met our current needs, but also holds the promise of scalable solutions for our future endeavors. We couldn't be more thrilled with the outcome.
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SmartSitter CEO & Founder
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SaaS Application
SweetSpot
SweetSpot works to improve diabetic patients care by connecting doctors and patients daily using data that actionable and accessible.
Read Case Study 



Working with Parux was an amazing experience. They were our partner from conceptions through building the base of or platform.
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Our Services
Digital Product Gurus
Are you a start-up with an exciting new idea, a product owner within a successful enterprise, or anywhere in between? Parux can help you circumnavigate the production journey with a needs-based approach.
Want to work with a lean and passionate team of digital-product focused experts? It doesn’t matter what product life cycle stage you are in, we are ready to start at the beginning, middle, or end. Each stage plays a critical role for measuring the success of your initiative. How can we help?


What stage are you in?
Pre-Production
	R&D
	Validation
	Estimation


Production
	Prototype
	Design Cycles
	Development Cycles


Post-Production
	Maintenance
	Sales & Marketing
	New Feature Planning






The Parux Team saved our butts! The first technology company we hired botched our application. We didn’t know where to turn but fortunately we found Parux. They took the time to understand our grand vision but then developed a roadmap strategy with us that got us to market with a buildable foundation. What impressed us most about Parux was their partnership beyond technology. Parux went way beyond a development team and became an invaluable strategic product partner.
Kevin Corwin, PE, PLS, PMP
Principal
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Our Process
Results-driven team
If you think we’re lucky, think again! Crafting success is not by chance. We specialize in the crafting process for turning ideas into exceptional digital products.
We continually improve our process, and accomplish our best work as your strategic product partner.
We are transparent and have carefully selected and crafted a variety of methodologies that work in your favor to achieve results. Various disciplines and perspectives matter in order to execute your vision. A major strength is the balance we bring to digital product initiatives, as stated, we’re not just a software company.
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Methodologies
We use proven methodologies across our disciplines to make sure projects are successful.
	Design Thinking
	MIT Design X
	Safe
	Agile
	Mobile First
	API First


Technology Solutions
Our team works to identify the right solution for our client's project. We are largely solution agnostic but here a sample of ones we specialize in.
	Laravel
	React
	LAMP
	.NET
	SQL
	PowerBI





HELPING YOU AT DIFFERENT STAGES AND PER NEEDS
We understand that our clients come from different and diverse backgrounds, and from various stages within product design.


Preparing for battle, getting ready to execute.
Parux combines academic, practical experience, research, and best practices to help you define product/solution and product/market fit.


The Art and Craft of Digital Production.
Learn more about our process and track record on managing and launching products. Our operations are based on various proven methodologies.


You’ve Launched, Now What?
Product life cycles don’t end when you have completed and launched your MVP. That’s just chapter 1, how well are you prepared to market, sell, and scale your offering?




Our Culture
People. Caring. Matters.
Our team is passionately driven by our simple mantra; "working on cool projects with cool people."
We’ve carefully crafted and considered our core values and what matters most in order to deliver high quality engagements and results.
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Resources for All
Everything we’ve learned in our journey to help you with yours…
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🌟 Innovate to Elevate: Building Your Dream SaaS Platform
Countless visionaries and business minds possess revolutionary concepts, yet navigating the technical intricacies to manifest them can prove daunting. In the absence of proper guidance and resources, actualizing these visions can feel like an insurmountable challenge.
[image: Cesar Keller]Written By
Cesar Keller


Topics In Article
	Startups
	Founders


Date Published
February 27th, 2024

Read More about Innovate to Elevate 
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Countdown to Launch: Behind-the-Scenes of our Next Big Launch 🌊🚀
Step into our digital workshop, where pixels dance with purpose and lines of code weave together to create digital symphonies. As we stand on the cusp of launching our latest custom application for a valued client, the air is charged with anticipation and creativity.
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Cesar Keller


Topics In Article
	Startups
	Founders
	Digital Transformation


Date Published
February 14th, 2024

Read More About a Countdown to Launch 
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Embracing Change: Alliance Systems Evolves into Parux
We are thrilled to announce a significant milestone in our journey – a transformation that reflects our commitment to innovation, growth, and a renewed focus on delivering exceptional solutions. As of February 7th 2024, we are proud to introduce our new identity: Parux, a digital product studio.
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Topics In Article
	Parux News


Date Published
February 9th, 2024

Read More about our new brand 





What does success look like for your project?
Let's Talk 


HEADQUARTERS
999 Executive Parkway Drive
Suite 320, St. Louis, MO
314-370-8202
hello@parux.com
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Partnerships
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